:
O’Sensei, Morihei Ueshiba (1883-1969) was history's greatest martial artist. He was the
founder of Aikido, which can be translated as ”The Art of Peace." A number of quotations
have been compiled from O-Sensei's collected talks, poems, and calligraphy, and from
oral tradition. We will include one or more in each of the newsletters.

“The Art of Peace begins with you. Work on yourself and your appointed task in the
Art of Peace. Everyone has a spirit that can be refined, a body that can be
trained in some manner, a suitable path to follow. You are here for no other purpose than to realize your
inner divinity and manifest your innate enlightenment. Foster peace in your own life and then apply
the Art to all that you encounter “

Attack with honesty and
intent
Aikido techniques work in response to an attack.
If there is no attack then there is no technique.
They are different sides of the same coin.
In order to train well and learn effectively it is
vital that the uke attacks honestly and with intent.
This means that a tsuki to the stomach, for
example, must be thrown with the intention of
striking nage’s stomach and must be thrown
without the uke anticipating the technique that
will follow. If nage does not move then nage will
be struck by the tsuki. This does not mean that
the tsuki has to cause damage or be painful - but
it must meet the target.
If nage does not move and the punch slides
past, or comes up way short, then it was not an
attack with true intent. To perform a technique
against this type of “attack” is difficult and makes
the process of learning far more challenging.
For example, if the attack is a tsuki to the
stomach then the technique might require nage
to just move sufficiently for the tsuki to shave
past their stomach. But if the tsuki is one without
intent and is aimed to miss then the spacing as
the nage moves off the line is then incorrect.
Another example might be in kokyu nage. If the
attack is a to try to grab the nage on both

shoulders, then this should be uke’s intent, not to
anticipate the turn and throw technique that nage
will execute. If we anticipate this technique then we
can find that rather than honestly attacking nage
and trying to grab the shoulders and take his centre
instead we enter into a “dance” where we begin
throwing ourselves into the forwards ukemi. In this
way there is no real “attack” and the nage learns
nothing.
An attack can be made with intent but without
honesty. If uke knows that nage is going to step off
the line to his left then uke can anticipate and track
this movement and likely land the blow. But this is
not an honest attack and it benefits neither uke nor
nage.
To become a good uke is extremely challenging and
is something that we should work on as hard as we
work on learning the techniques. There are many
different components to being a good uke but
perhaps the most important is an honest attack with
real intent. This is because a successful technique
is applied the instant an attack is made.
“Seeing me before him,
The enemy attacks,
But by that time
I am already standing
Safely behind him.”
(From “Art of Peace” Morehei Ueshiba)
Ambrose Merrell 2006

Editor’s comments: Welcome to the first edition of the Cambridge Aikido Newsletter. This is my first
attempt at this type of thing, so the layout and content of the next ones are up for discussion. If you have
anything that you want me to consider putting into print for you, Aikido related, club related, or club
member related; funny, serious; photos, drawings, quizzes, crosswords, text, etc please email it to me on
mara.sheldon@googlemail.com, or pass it to me after one of the classes. Let us know what you think
about Ambrose proposing to desert us, or Sensei Nick’s new bike, what you think is the trick to your
favourite aikido technique, things you like or dislike about the club, ideas or proposals for discussion
down the pub, or indeed when the next trip to the pub will be!
☺ Mara
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PERSONAL PROFILES: Sensei John Longford

UK Seminars
11 June John Longford Cambridge
25 June Matthew Hill Aldershot
30 June - 2 July Patricia Hendricks
Lilleshall,
22 July Tim Buswell Reading
26 - 28 August Bill Witt + Hoa
Newens Lilleshall
7 - 8 October Tony Sargeant Jersey
14 - 15 October Daniel Toutain
Stevenage

"Sensei (with hair!) used as uke for sankyo"

Tell us a bit about yourself: I am married with two children,
two step-children (all grown up) and three grandchildren. I work
as an electrician (apprentice trained). Spent many years in
management but has now returned to working on the tools as it is
far less hassle.

for full details see
www.aikidoseminars.co.uk

How long have you been training? I celebrated 25 years of
Aikido last October.
Why did you start? “I had been interested in the martial arts
for some years but I never got around to doing anything about it.
Then at the tender age of 31 I saw an advertisement for a
beginners class for Aikido at the Howard Mallett Centre. Having
absolutely no idea what Aikido was I went along to try it.
Seventeen of us beginners lined up on the mat. Sensei Sargeant,
then a raw Shodan, accompanied by Russell Eberhardt appeared
at the front. Sensei then gave a small speech and said that it was a
good turnout with 17 of us but probably only half would return
the next week and he would be lucky if two or three of us
finished the three months course. No way I thought! However
only two of us made the day’s course which was to end with us
grading. The other guy broke his collar bone just after lunch and
we never saw him again.
I graded to 6th. Kyu that afternoon along with Mike Meldrum
who I think was the only one left from the previous beginners
course. I only intended doing it for a while and certainly never
expected to get a black belt let alone be in the position I am in
now.
What words of wisdom can you impart to us? I have
never been a quick learner and before Aikido my idea of exercise
was leaning on a bar lifting a pint so there is hope for all of you.
All it takes is dedication, hard work and lots of training. Train as
often as you can and attend as many seminars as possible. That in
a nutshell is the secret of Aikido”.
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Club Events
Down the pub – anytime that
someone instigates
it after a gruelling
session on the mat.
Social Evening – To be re-arranged
by Ed.
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Compliments of Ian Bell
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It’s not all white any more…..
Congratulations to Ed for getting his Yellow belt last
Wednesday! And everyone sends apologies for not
turning up to the meal, but we promise to be better
next time….!
Who are you???
We haven’t got everyone’s contact details for
things like getting in touch with you if you
disappeared, and we WOULD like to know just
how long that broken bone’s going to take to
heal…..(We are not that callous – honest!) So,
please fill in the form below and return it to Sensei
John or Sensei Jenny

Name ..........................................................................................
Address: ................................................................
................................................................................................
Phone Number: ................................................................

Email:..........................................................................................
................................................................................................
Birthday (and expected date of trip to the pub to
celebrate): ................................................................

Aikido classes are held regularly at Hills Road 6th
Form College Sports Centre
Times:
Sundays: 10.30 – 12noon
Mondays: 8.30pm-10pm
Wednesdays: 7pm –8.30pm
Contact:
Sensei John Longford
Tel: 01223 529899
Email: jlongford@ntlworld.com

http://www.cambridge-aikido.com/
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